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Walling stone is an old method of making dry stone walls for sectioning and making boundaries for
large land or fields. Usually used for the landscaping of gardens, walling stone provides an exquisite
and long lasting solution. It is an unique craft that has made its mark among the landscaping
techniques. The construction method involves structures being made from stones and without using
mortar as an adhesive too hold them together. Though its major use is in wall construction, other
forms of stone structures such as building and bridges can be found of dry stone. With the same
technique either of contemporary or traditional look can be attained as pertaining to the requirement.

Walling stone provides a perpetual structure along with being elegant. The reason behind the
sturdiness of the structure is method of construction which includes careful selection of interlocking
stones. This feature of construction utilizes compression forces to give integrity and strength to the
complete structure. The design encompasses features of durability and beauty. Refreshingly this
form of construction is gaining acceptance and popularity among the masses making this craft here
to stay. Such structures are a characteristic of European places such as Ireland, Scotland and also
popular in upper regions of Britain. It is also found in places such a Valencia, Provence, certain
sections of Italy, Croatia, Cyprus etc. 

There are many advantages of having this form of construction. Walling stone is not just long lasting
but also gives contemporary look to the landscape. There are many companies which exclusively
deals in chic gardens designs and other contemporary construction using dry stone walling. They
provide with all the requirements and attention is also paid to details such as the type, shape, size of
stone to options in type of walling required. Choices are many w from different varieties of slate to
sandstone to limestone. When it comes to selection of the type of stone required. Options rang A
consistency is maintained in the quality and construction is based on the preference of the client.
Even clean faces can be attained if required. This can be achieved with the help of a unit called as
guillotine. These structures also form homes for many birds and animals, which in turn contributes
to the area.

There are many dry stone walled structures which have stood the test of time and are a proof of the
depth in the skills of the people who built them. There are many structures belonging to different era
present all throughout the world. This technique is not limited to making walls but also has been
used in construction of large structures such as castles and bridges. Many online sites will provide
information of various types of walling stone available. The ultimate criteria lies in the taste of the
style required. There are many wholesale dealers at which walling stone can be bought at excellent
prices. The site also offers all the related items which will be required for the construction such as
guillotine.
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